Copyrighted material under consideration

Title of piece: ________________________________

Author of the piece: ________________________________

Table, figure, chart, box, map, text? ________________________________

Name of publication in which it appears: ________________________________

Original publisher and year of publication: ________________________________

Copyright in the name of: ________________________________

A non-exclusive, worldwide license to use and authorize the use of the Permissioned Materials, in whole or in part, in the Original Project or Work (tentatively titled: ________________________________)

and the next subsequent edition thereof (collectively, the “Work”) and in any related Russell Sage Foundation products (as defined below), in all print and electronic forms, in all languages, versions and formats including in accessible versions, accessed or distributed by any means, including all methods and technologies now known or hereafter developed.

A “related Russell Sage Foundation product” as used in this request is defined as any Russell Sage Foundation offering that is primarily intended for research, education, instruction, and/or training purposes, including but not limited to, books, projects, asset libraries, tools, and/or any other offering that supports research, education, instruction, and/or training and that consists of material from the Work, alone or along with other materials, and/or that are components of, supplements to, or intended to be used with the Work, alone or with other Russell Sage Foundation products. By way of example only, the following are “related Russell Sage Foundation products:” (a) translations, English language adaptations, custom versions, audio and audio visual versions, abridgements, split editions, brief editions, individual chapters or parts of chapters or compilations of the Work, and (b) other materials intended to support research and instruction in connection with the Work and other Russell Sage Foundation offerings, such as teaching materials, presentation material, and web sites.

Permitted uses include use and reproduction of the Permissioned Materials in the context of the Work or related Russell Sage Foundation product for promoting, advertising, and/or marketing the Work or any related Russell Sage Foundation product. Reproduction, distribution and/or delivery of the Russell Sage Foundation product may be by Russell Sage Foundation, directly or through authorized distributors. It is understood that Russell Sage Foundation customers/users may access, post, download, share, reproduce and display the Russell Sage Foundation product, including the Permissioned Materials, in whole or in part, for their non-commercial, educational, and instructional purposes only.

Russell Sage Foundation’s rights to use the Permissioned Materials in the Work and in related Russell Sage Foundation products.

I (we) grant permission for the use of the Selection(s) below as set forth above.

The permitted uses are subject to no print quantity limitations. The quantity limitation shall not apply to any products in a format or media other than print.
Russell Sage Foundation Permissions Request Form

It is not the intention of Russell Sage Foundation to commercialize or distribute the Permissioned Materials as a stand-alone offering outside of the Original Work or the related Russell Sage Foundation products. The Permissioned Materials will be distributed only as part of or for use with the Original Work or related Russell Sage Foundation products where the primary value does not lie with the Permissioned Materials themselves.

Full credit will be given to the source you identify. Please indicate your agreement by signing and returning this letter to ___________________________. If you are not authorized to grant any or all of these rights, I would appreciate your letting me know the person we should contact to request the rights.

You agree that the terms of this Permission Request and License shall govern, without regard to other licenses, permissions or other terms and conditions on any website, forms, documents, or invoices. All other terms are void.

Authorized signature of rights holder

Printed name of rights holder  Title  Date

Company name if applicable

Mailing address  Phone number  Email address